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Crusader Kings II goes free to play, Paradox games on sale and possibly Crusader Kings III coming[2]

It's Friday morning, I've got my coffee ready so let's go over what's going on what Paradox
Interactive. They've got a lot going on right now!
Firstly, it seems Crusader Kings II has gone fully free to play. This doesn't appear to be time
limited either, the Steam store page properly states it's "Free To Play" and on Twitter, the
Crusader Kings official account said "This is not a joke - Crusader Kings 2 is free to play!".
Considering it has a rather large amount of DLC, it's seven years old and it's been given out
temporarily free for keeps before, it seems like a good idea to set the base game free for
everyone now. Looks like all the DLC is also 50% off.

With a fabric world, Woven looks like a unique adventure coming to Linux next month [3]

Alterego Games and StickyLock Studios have announced that their adventure game Woven is
releasing on November 15. Woven certainly looks pleasant, with a world that looks like
someone stitched it together and your character is a stuffed animal.
Woven is a laid-back adventure and exploration game, where you roam a world made of
fabric. They said all the stuffed animals once lived in peace and all appears well at first glance,
but not everything is as it seems. As you progress through Woven as the clumsy character
Stuffy you customize them with different animal shapes to gain new abilities, solve puzzles
and attempt to find out why the world is being invaded by metal machines.

The Scream Fortress XI event has launched for Team Fortress 2 [4]

While perhaps not as big as previous events, it's still a good time to boot up Team Fortress 2
again and have a blast. Dust off your crazy mask, pick a silly weapon skin and dive in.

X4: Foundations update 2.60 is out, X4: Split Vendetta and the big 3.0 update both delayed[5]

A couple of bits of news from Egosoft to share for their massive space sci-fi sandbox X4:
Foundations.

Fantasty tactical RPG Wildermyth blends a mix of hand-painted 2D and 3D art & arrives on Steam soon[6]

With character art during the turn-based battles that look like paper cutouts in a 3D
environment, Wildermyth certainly has a strange and lovely charm to it.
Currently available on itch.io were users have been testing it for some time, Worldwalker
Games have now announced that their character-driven tactical RPG will enter Early Access
on Steam on November 13. In Wildermyth, your party will be tasked with defending the lands
from various threads, switching between the turn-based combat and making decisions on the
over-world map. It has choice-based comic-styled events, which can end up changing your
heroes appearance, personalities, relationships, and abilities.
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